
“NO TIME FOR ANYTHING”
Ecclesiastes 3:1-13 - April 12, 2015

Message 1 of 4 in “Overwhelmed: When the Joy and Balance Depart from Life”

Key Verses: Ecclesiastes 3:11-13

“He has made everything beautiful in its time. He has also set eternity in the human heart; yet no one 
can fathom what God has done from beginning to end. 12 I know that there is nothing better for people 
than to be happy and to do good while they live. 13 That each of them may eat and drink, and find 
satisfaction in all their toil—this is the gift of God.”

1.      Enjoy _______________1 and the things he’s blessed you with.

2.     Look forward to an eternal relationship with God.

3.     Be _______________2 in your life.

4.     Do _______________3 things in your life.

5.     _______________4 your family and your life.

6.     Be _______________5 in your job.

7.      See every moment of life as a gift from God.

Following the principles of God’s _______________6 for our lives allows us to live the life 
that Solomon said was worth living!

No Time for Anything

1. _______________7 pursuits of life as “primary” pursuits of life are dangerous.

7 deadly _______________8 to accomplishing the goals God has for your life. Ecclesiates 1:16-2:11

1.  _______________9.

2. _______________10.

3. _______________11.

4. Materialistic _______________12.

5. _______________13.

6. _______________14.

7.  _______________15.

Summary: If I spend all my time, or my best time, pursuing all these things...my life will be 
_______________16 at the end.
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Ecclesiastes 2:11 —“Yet when I surveyed all that my hands had done and what I had toiled to achieve,  
everything was meaningless, a chasing after the wind; nothing was gained under the sun.”

Pursuing these things in life is not _______________17, but pursuing them as “primary” is 
dangerous.

Matthew 6:33 —“But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to 
you as well.”

2. _______________18 our lives to accomplish God’s goals for us.

Ecclesiastes 3:11-13 —“He has made everything beautiful in its time. He has also set eternity in the 
human heart; yet no one can fathom what God has done from beginning to end. 12 I know that there is 
nothing better for people than to be happy and to do good while they live. 13 That each of them may eat 
and drink, and find satisfaction in all their toil—this is the gift of God.”

God gives us simple _______________19 with difficult _______________20 to help us get 
back on track to an enjoyable and satisfying life.

Ephesus was a city that ran at an American _______________21 2000 years ago.

Ephesians 5:15-16 —“Be very careful, then, how you live—not as unwise but as wise, 16 making the most 
of every opportunity, because the days are evil.”

We have to purposefully prioritize our life with “God goals” in mind if we’re going to have the 
hope of living it!

Christian Priorities: 

1.  Relationship with _______________22.

2. Relationship with _______________23.

3. Relationship/Responsibilities to _______________24.

4. Responsibilities at _______________25 and home.

5. Relationships with _______________26 friends.

6. Your _______________27.

7. Your _______________28 or your enjoyment.

When our lives are overwhelmed by _______________29 rather than _______________30, 
the joy and the balance of our lives disappear very quickly.

God’s routine for our lives works, it keeps balance, and it brings _______________31.
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Answers: 1God, 2happy, 3good, 4Enjoy, 5satisfied, 6routine, 7Empty, 8pursuits, 9Pleasure, 10Entertainment, 
11Partying, 12Stuff, 13Wealth, 14Wisdom, 15Career, 16meaningless, 17bad, 18Resetting, 19answers, 20application, 
21pace, 22God, 23spouse, 24children, 25work, 26strong, 27health, 28hobbies, 29activities, 30priorities, 31joy
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